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This affordable collection of cursive handwriting workbooks is designed to teach cursive
regardless of age or skill level. Whether you’re teaching elementary students cursive for the first
time or hoping to improve your own penmanship, the Spencerian workbooks are the perfect
tools to help you achieve your handwriting goals. Each booklet contains special binding which
allows it to lay flat so that students can utilize the entirety of each page without the binding acting
as a hindrance (as is often the case with many workbooks). Spencerian Penmanship teaches
tried and true methods of handwriting dating as far back as the 18th century, a time when nearly
every piece of handwritten work was exquisite. Due to the classic, artistic style of Spencerian
Penmanship, many have even used this series to begin their study of calligraphy. Spencerian
Penmanship is sure to turn any novice into an expert in just 9 easy lessons and offers dozens of
practice pages to hone one’s skills. The five copybooks listed below form a complete course in
cursive handwriting. Book 1: Introduces all short letters. Only four strokes―or principles, as
Spencer called them―are needed to produce these letters. Book 2: Adds some tall letters (t and
d) and numerals 1-9. Book 3: Completes the lower-case alphabet and introduces most capitals.
Book 4: Completes the capital alphabet and practices full words. Book 5: Presents sentences
and sayings for writing practice. Examples: Kind words can never die. Promise little and do
much. The complete set also includes a theory book which explains how each letter can be
made gracefully and rapidly using various combinations of a few basic pen strokes. It explains
Spencer's philosophy of teaching principles that engage the mind as well as the hand. It also
details his methods for teaching classes of children. Get your copy of Spencerian Penmanship
today and begin rediscovering the classical art of handwriting.

About the AuthorCelebrating more than 75 years as the world leader in the test prep industry,
Kaplan Test Prep (www.kaptest.com) is a premier provider of educational and career services
for individuals, schools, and businesses. With a comprehensive menu of online offerings as well
as a complete array of print books and digital products, Kaplan offers preparation for more than
90 standardized tests, including entrance exams for secondary school, college, and graduate
school, as well as professional licensing exams for attorneys, physicians, and nurses. Kaplan
also provides private tutoring and graduate admissions consulting services.
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Spencerian Penmanship (Theory Book) Spencerian Handwriting: The Complete Collection of
Theory and Practical Workbooks for Perfect Cursive and Hand Lettering Spencerian
Penmanship (Copybook #1) Mastering Copperplate Calligraphy: A Step-by-Step Manual
(Lettering, Calligraphy, Typography) George Bickham's Penmanship Made Easy (Young Clerks
Assistant)



Aafke-Art, “An excellent manual for writing and the correct way of holding pens. This is an
excellent course in elegant nineteenth century longhand. I also brought the theory book. I am an
artist by profession and I wanted to learn the beautiful script of the nineteenth century, but I
immediately noticed that the different way you are taught to hold the pen made it, while more
difficult, far more easy to control and manipulate your pen. I decided to completely change the
way I hold my writing/drawing pens and to adopt this manner for all my work. This is hard and
causes my hand to cramp up now and then but it is worth the effort. Maybe the Spencerian
manner of holding a pen is of even greater importance than the writing!The covers contain extra
instructions, also that you are meant to use these books with pencil. The paper will bleed
through with fountain pens.I think that one needs a lot more practice anyway than just the
booklets give you space and I find some letters more difficult than others so devote more pages
to them. So I have brought the Clairefontaine french ruled exercise books. Look for the wire
bound larger books, I found sellers with really good deals on the net. Clairefontaine paper is
made for fountain pens and is a joy to use. It makes your writing easier too, to have proper paper.
The French ruling is the perfect help.I am really enjoying the books, I am half way now, and my
''normal'' handwriting has improved noticeably.Another thing I really liked, and I don't know if it
was in the theory book or in the instruction books, but in the end, after you mastered the lines
and letters, you are free to develop further into our own style.To make the beautiful thick/thin
lines you will need a flexible fountain pen, or a dip pen with flexible nib. A ''calligraphy'' nib will
not give you the right effect and will not teach you the difference in pressure needed. That
means a vintage pen or a very expensive modern gold flexible nib fountain pen, or, the only
affordable modern flexible nib fountain pen: the ''Noodler's Ahab''. (this is a pen for people who
like to fiddle with their pens). I love it, use it for sketching too as the difference in pressure and
line is an important part of my style. I prefer the Ahab now for sketching as a flexible dip pen
(besides the need for an inkwell and constant dipping), tends to snag very easily unless you
have very smooth paper, which means you'd have to make your own sketchbooks. And the
same goes for writing obviously.If you want to learn beautiful elegant longhand and learn a
superior way of holding pens, I wholeheartedly recommend these books.I hope this review was
helpful to you.”

Maria, “A simple way to learn the script. I am really enjoying learning the script through these
copybooks even though it is so simple. It takes me back to my school days when we practiced
cursive, which I thoroughly looked forward at the time.I wanted to address something that a
number of people had commented on regarding the quality of the paper. I am using a fine
mechanical pencil for practicing the strokes in the copybooks. The purpose of the practices in
these books is to create the hand/ brain connection: for you to get the feel of making the
movements.It is not necessary to use pen and ink, and in fact, I think that it is distracting as you



would be trying to master two things at once. For that reason my suggestion is to use a
mechanical pencil that is fine ( it will stay "sharp" like a nib pen ) and focus on getting the form
down. If you feel excited to try pen and ink, you can certainly do that with the appropriate paper
as a separate exercise.My second suggestion is to skip the first row on each page of the
copybook. Start on the second row and continue to the end moving along in a fluid relaxed
manor. (Preferably in one sitting). Then when you get to the end of the page, go back and
complete your practice on the first row. It is fun to see how far you have come by comparing the
second row (your first practice row) and your first row (your last practice row), and also see how
close you are the the sample row above.It is reassuring to see how, when I worked in a relaxed
way, there was a lot of improvement from first to last. My hand did begin to get the "feel" of the
movements!Enjoy!”

AL, “Keep at it!. I bought this handwriting set after a handwritten letter to my grandmother looked
so awful that I was almost ashamed to put it in the mail. Completing the set takes time and
patience, but if you stick with it, the results are absolutely worth it. Rather than having to learn
both a new pen and a new handwriting style at the same time, I completed these books using
cheap ballpoints, but now that I have the muscle memory to shape each letter, transitioning to
nicer fountain pens is much easier.The set starts by having you practice individual lowercase
letters, the capitals, short groups of letters, and finally whole phrases. Although at first you have
to go quite slowly to form each letter correctly, by the time you get into Book 5, your writing
speed is pretty close to "normal." I actually found it quite therapeutic practicing each movement
in repetition.And OH the difference! I get compliments on my handwriting ALL the time now,
both from people who know me and from complete strangers. I also find that I get a lot of
enjoyment out of practicing it as well. I have the best written grocery lists and to do lists on the
planet, because writing is nerdily-fun now. I get requests from people to address envelopes for
them because "your handwriting is just so pretty." This set is totally worth the investment, both in
time and money.  If you stick with it, your handwriting WILL become something to be proud of.”

Colin MacAulay, “This is a whole school of best learning. There is some debate whether you
should buy these copy books, or print things online.I wholeheartedly attest, getting these 5 copy
books full of exercises, is a 100% investment into progress.The one advice I would offer is, do
the exercises in pencil.Ok yes, we seek to be good penmen, but following copybook examples
with pencil is more gentle & controlled, plus there is no bleed through on adjacent page.I have
spent loads of time on book 1, but that was getting the basic principles. I feel accomplished to go
on to book 2, and quickly progress! ”

MR PETER BRANNAN, “You need the theory book to go with these great books.. Not bad for a
reprint on a 1887 book... these books are made up of the 7 principles or strokes you need to
create all the letters and write in this style. You also need the theory book which is what was



given to teachers to teach classrooms full of children. After completing the first four pages of
book one I can’t yet write in Spencerian that will come, however my general handwriting has
improved so much and dare I say looks nice. For the price I’d recommend. They are old books so
there is some wording and teaching methods that are out of date for instance I’m left handed
however if you get past that they are pretty good at teaching a lost art of penmanship.”

Automatic Slim, “An excellent study tool. Five attractive 24 page copybooks, supplied in a large
envelope at a very good price. Anyone who worked diligently through these would emerge at
the end with beautiful handwriting, without doubt ... though I wonder how many people would
have the heart to write in them.These books are not quite perfect, and there is scope for some
confusion. It seems that the copybooks themselves originate from 1864, whilst the information
given on the inside covers is taken largely from the 1874 "Theory of the Spencerian System of
Practical Penmanship", with a few additions from the "Compendium of Spencerian or Semi-
Angular Penmanship" of 1866. It would be tiresome to go into the inconsistencies in detail, but
worth noting. The other problem is that on some pages the printing is slightly out of register
between the exemplars and the guidelines: fine detail is everything with Spencerian and this
fault is rather disconcerting. None of this should put off potential purchasers, however, though I
would strongly recommend buying these along with the theory book and regarding the latter as
authoritative.Once again, Mott Media have done a fine job in keeping these books in print at a
sensible price, thus making an important contribution to keeping Platt Rogers Spencer's
beautiful handwriting system alive.”

Tara, “The write stuff. All the best books on penmanship, of course, hail from a past generation
when the skill was inculcated at an early age and in a way which one couldn't see being
acceptable now i.e. rigorous copying, repetition and strict attention to detail. Nevertheless, this
seems to me to be the best way to learn - just like practicing piano scales and arpeggios. An
excellent series of books for developing that elusive "muscle memory." I drew up a copy page
with some design software and print a few copies, as required, so that I don't spoil the books!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great item. If you are looking to improve in your hand writing these are
great for advanced learners. If you are just starting out I would suggest something much more
easier to follow.”

The book by Kaplan Test Prep has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 480 people have provided feedback.
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